














































Izumi Kyoka?s Kusameikyu ?The Grass Maze?
???The Ambivalence of Imagery, its Origin and Sublimation???
SHIODA Tsutomu?
Abstract
 A close stylistic examination of the enigmatic Kusameikyu, this article proposes the relevance of a psychoanalytical and 
object-relational approach to the study of this work, repeatedly discussed and interpreted for decades, but without much apprecia-
tion of the integrating principle in the host of exuberant images Kyoka employs in this masterpiece. 
 This article focuses on a set of frequently occurring features which contain structurally and semantically contradictory 
messages. They are the image of ?Okuzure? the name of cliff at Zushi in Kanagawa Prefecture?, ?temari? a traditional Japa-
nese ball used in children?s games? and other spherical objects,and three children?s songs repeated throughout this piece. These 
recurring items in the novel appear as aesthetically inspiring and maternally permissive things but, at the same time, they manifest 
horrifyingly ugly and cruel characters. These semantic discrepancies and contradictions intensify as the story proceeds, but are 
finally resolved by the introduction of a celestial and Nirvana-like dimension, exemplified as a beautiful festive scene taken from 
main character?s early memories.
 This paper seeks to trace from a psychoanalytical point of view of literary criticism, the origin and sublimation of the 
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